DEPARTMENT OF PHARMACEUTICAL SCIENCES
MAHARSHI DAYANAND UNIVERSITY, ROHTAK
One Day National Conference
on
“Fostering Innovative Approaches for Advanced Research in Pharmaceutical Sciences”
Date: November 6, 2019, 9.00 am onwards
Venue: I. H. T. M. Conference Hall, M. D. University, Rohtak

Dear Sir/Madam,

It is a matter of great pleasure for us to inform you that the Department of Pharmaceutical Sciences is going to organize a One Day National Conference on theme “Fostering Innovative Approaches for Advanced Research in Pharmaceutical Sciences” on 6th November, 2019 at I. H. T. M. Conference Hall, M. D. University, Rohtak.

Eminent experts have been invited as the Key Speakers on the above theme of the conference. You are cordially invited to register for the conference and attend the same. There is no registration fee for the conference.

About the Department
Department of Pharmaceutical Sciences (Estd. 1995) is considered as one of the most prestigious institutes imparting pharmacy education and research in India, offering Ph.D., PG courses in five disciplines apart from UG course. Apart from teaching the department is actively engaged in research activities with research projects funded by UGC, DST, AICTE and AYUSH etc. It is a DST FIST and UGC SAP supported Department.

Goal of the conference
The Pharmaceutical sector is an ever evolving field and has made phenomenal progress due to adaptability and openness to newer technologies. Innovations in drug delivery and medical devices have made significant contribution to patient care with high level of success. Being under ever-increasing pressure to compete in a challenging economic and technological environment, pharmaceutical and allied industries are innovating continually using advancing technologies like nanotechnology, biotechnology, packaging technology, herbal technology etc. Interdisciplinary research has led to innovations par excellence and helped in enhancing the safety and efficacy of drugs and pharmaceuticals. Innovations in pharmaceutical sector can come in different forms and originate in different places; from university laboratories, to privately held venture capital-backed startups and contract research organizations (CROs). Funding and government support can also help in fostering innovative practices in the long term.

The proposed conference will boost the spirit of innovation and enlighten the young scientists to innovate and augment the confidence of budding entrepreneurs to initiate a Start-Up

Please Submit the filled in Registration Form on or before 05.11.2019 to:
Dr. Prabhakar Kumar Verma
Department of Pharmaceutical Sciences, M.D. University, Rohtak
Phone: 9992581437,
Email: vermapk422@rediffmail.com
There will be a Competition for the “Best Start Up Idea in Health Care” on 5.11.19

- The competition is for the students of the Department only. For others, the idea can be submitted as E poster.
- The proposal should be on a start up idea related to pharmaceuticals, health related activity, medical devices, cosmetics or food
- There can be a maximum of 04 members in a team and their names, class and e mails should be mentioned. The students can be from any class from B Pharm I semester to a Ph D Scholar
- The proposal should not exceed 05 typed A4 pages and one copy has to be submitted along with a soft copy on the mail id scientificdops@gmail.com
- The title should be in the font size 14 and in bold face.
- The font style be Times New Roman, font size 12, 1.5 spacing and self-made images/ flow diagrams etc. can be included.
- The contents of the proposal should be divided into; Title, Background of the Proposal, The Proposal along with its feasibility and Expected outcome/Impact of the Start Up.
- The proposal will be accepted only when it will be checked for plagiarism and submitted with the plagiarism report.

About the E- POSTER Presentation on 06.11.19

There will be an E – poster presentation on the topic “Proposal for Best Start- Up idea in Health Care” on 06.11.19 from 2.30 pm in the Department of Pharmaceutical Sciences

Rules:

- The title should be in font size 14 and bold
- There can be a maximum of 04 members in a team and their names affiliations and e mails should be mentioned
- The font style be Times New Roman, font size 12, 1.5 spacing and the poster can include images/ flow diagrams etc.
- The contents of the poster should be divided into; Title, Background of the Proposal, The Proposal along with its feasibility and Expected outcome/Impact of the Start Up.
Registration Form

One Day National Conference

on

“Fostering Innovative Approaches for Advanced Research in Pharmaceutical Sciences”

6th November, 2019

Name: Prof./Dr./Mr./Ms. ____________________________

Designation: ____________________________

Institute/Organization: ____________________________

Contact Address: ______________________________________________________________________

E mail id ______________________________________________________________________________

Tel / Mob. No: __________________________________________________________________________

E-mail:

Signature

Note:

1. Entry is limited to 120 participants on first come first serve basis.
2. All Students, Scholars and Faculty members can apply.
3. There is NO REGISTRATION FEE. Lunch can be purchased from the student canteens
4. Photocopy of this form can be used, if required. Students and Scholars must attach valid proof along with this form.
5. Entry will be given only to the Registered Participants.
6. Only Registered participants will be allowed to participate in the “Proposal for Best Start up Idea in Health care” contest on 05.11.19 and E –Poster presentation on 06.11.19